Plumbing Trade Introduction

Winter Term 2024

APR 106 - CRN #31494 – 2 credits
January 8 - March 21, 2024
Monday / Thursday 4PM - 5:50PM
Online in Moodle / Zoom

- Learn basic plumbing concepts and home repairs
- Hands-on plumbing projects
- Plumbing trade opportunities
- Acquire points toward entry into plumbing apprenticeship program

Apprenticeship Program

This is an introduction to basic plumbing practices and completion of minor repairs. Exposure to tools, safety, materials, codes, and plumbing career opportunities will be explored. This course does not require any previous knowledge or skill in plumbing and upon successful completion students may acquire points for selection in the plumbing trade.

Contact:
Joy Crump, Project Coordinator
(541) 463-5496 / CrumpJ@lanec.edu

To request accommodations for or advertisements about this event in an alternate format, contact the Center for Accessible Resources at (541) 463-5150 or accessibleresources@lanec.edu in advance. Some accommodations may take additional time to arrange.